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The structural properties and surface morphology of AlN epitaxial layers grown by ammonia 

(NH3) and plasma-assisted (PA) molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) with varied growth 

condition (ammonia flow and substrate temperature) on (0001) sapphire were investigated. 

The lowest root-mean-square roughness of ~0.7 nm was achieved for the sample grown by 

ammonia-MBE at 1085°C and NH3 flow of 100 standard cm3/min. This sample 

demonstrated a terrace-monolayer step-like surface morphology as acquired by atomic force 

microscopy (AFM). Further, the optimal substrate temperature for growth of GaN and 

AlGaN layers was determined from analysis of GaN thermal decomposition rate. Based on 

the results, high electron mobility transistor (HEMT) heterostructures were grown by 

NH3-MBE and combined MBE (initially PA-MBE for nucleation layer and then NH3-MBE 

for the rest of structures) which demonstrated relatively good 2-dimensional electron gas 

(2DEG) properties. A slightly higher 2DEG mobility of ~2000 cm2/(V·s) at a decent 2DEG 

density of ~1.17·1013 cm-2 was obtained for the combined MBE HEMT heterostructure. 
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1. Introduction 

In the last two decades, gallium nitride (GaN) and related materials (AlGaN, AlN) have 

attracted much interest as a promising material system for high power and high frequency 

electronic devices. It is caused by a number of superior properties of these materials such as 

wide bandgap, high electric breakdown field, high-electron saturation velocity.1-4) 

GaN-based high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) are considered as main alternative to 

Si- and GaAs-based transistors in microwave and millimetre-wave applications (wireless 

communication systems, radar systems etc.) as well as in power conversion electronics.5) 

Recently, a number of impressive achievements was demonstrated for GaN-based HEMTs, 

including a high drain current6), high breakdown voltage7) and a high operating frequency8) 

combined with the ability to work in extreme conditions. For GaN HEMTs, 2-dimensional 

electron gas (2DEG) mobility and 2DEG density are the most critical characteristics 

defining their overall performance. Their current state of the art values are about 

~2000 cm2/(V·s) at no lower than 1013 cm-2, respetively.9-11) However, despite of the recent 

achievements, the GaN HEMT technology needs further improving. In the absence of the 

cheap native GaN substrates, heteroepitaxy of GaN on foreign substrates (Si, sapphire, or 

SiC) is the only viable alternative. The main problem of this route however is the lattice 

mismatch between GaN and the foreign substrates used. The heteroepitaxy on lattice 

mismatched substrates results in gradual building-up of mechanical stress during the growth 

which is partly released by plastic deformation via generation of misfit dislocations and in 

some cases even cracks. As the growth proceeds, some dislocation will merge or annihilate 

but many will thread through the 2DEG region until they end at the surface. Such treading 

dislocations act as electron scattering centres degrading the 2DEG mobility12) and thus 

overall device performance. 

While one of the most important problems of GaN-based power electronics is a 

development of reliable growth technology on Si substrates (because of their low cost and 

availability in the form of large diameter wafers), GaN epitaxy on sapphire is also an actual 

issue for some applications (sensors13-15), low power high frequency devices etc.). Moreover, 

nitride epitaxy on sapphire substrates can be used for a preliminary technology optimisation 

because of its relatively low cost and fairly good quality. 

In contrast to the commonly used in III-nitride epitaxy metalorganic chemical vapour 

deposition (MOCVD) and plasma-assisted (PA) molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) 

technologies, an ammonia (NH3) MBE is less investigated despite the combination in it of 
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some benefits of both MOCVD and PA MBE (high growth temperature, high vacuum and 

ability of creation of sharp heterointerfaces). In this work, we report results on optimisation 

of MBE growth conditions of AlN nucleation and buffer layers on sapphire substrates for 

HEMT heterostructures. 

 

2. Experimental methods 

All the investigated epitaxial structures were grown in a STE3N MBE system (SemiTeq) on 

2-inch (0001) sapphire substrates with a root-mean-square (RMS) roughness of less than 

0.2 nm and a surface misorientation of about 0.2°. Both NH3 and PA MBE were used during 

the experiment. Prior to the growth, the substrates were annealed at 1000°C for 30 min and 

nitridated for 10 min at 30 cm3/min NH3 flow and 850°C (all gas flow values in the paper are 

given for the standard state). Alternatively, the latter step was done in 3 cm3/min of nitrogen 

plasma flow at 740°C. In addition to NH3 and PA MBE, a combined MBE was used within a 

single epitaxy process. In this case, a PA MBE grown nucleation AlN layer was followed by 

NH3 MBE growth of the rest structure in the same growth chamber. Other growth conditions 

details are described below. Quality of the AlN buffer layers was controlled by scanning 

electron microscope (SEM, Carl Zeiss Supra 40), atomic force microscope (AFM, Nanoflex 

Solar LS) and X-ray diffraction (XRD, PANalytical X'pert PRO) analysis. 2DEG mobility 

and density of HEMT heterostructures were measured by contactless Lehighton 1605B 

setup at different points on a wafer. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Optimisation of ammonia-MBE growth of AlN layers 

The nucleation and buffer layers growth is the most important step in epitaxy of 

III-nitride-based devices because defects in the early grown layers governs a quality of an 

active structure substantially.16, 17) To determine optimal ammonia-MBE growth conditions 

of nucleation and buffer AlN layers, a series of 0.32 μm thick AlN epilayers were grown at 

different substrate temperatures varied from 800°C to 1190°C and NH3 flows from 

30 cm3/min to 100 cm3/min. The epitaxial processes were started with the growth of the AlN 

nucleation layer at very low rate (vgr ~ 0.05 μm/hour) followed by its gradual increase to 

0.2 μm/hour within the first 80 nm of AlN. The growth rate was controlled by varying of the 

Al-source temperature while NH3 flow was kept constant. The very low growth rate starting 

was intended to provide better surface morphology and less dislocation density in the 

nucleation AlN layer.18) The favourable effect of the lower growth rate was explained by 
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Chaumeton et al.,18) and lays in reducing of initial nucleation density during the first 

monolayers growth leading to more pronounced 2-dimensional growth mode. 

The effects of NH3-MBE growth conditions are demonstrated by SEM images shown 

in Fig. 1 together with RMS surface roughness values σ obtained by AFM. It is seen from the 

figure, that a low substrate temperature T ≤ 1010°C promotes a polycrystalline growth 

leading to formation of misoriented crystallites (no epitaxial relation with the substrate). The 

layers grown at higher temperatures demonstrate much better crystallinity. An increase of 

NH3 flow from 50 cm3/min to 100 cm3/min at T = 1085°C results in formation of flat 

terraces having a width of up to 0.8 µm and demonstrating a step-flow growth mode (the 

terraces-like morphology was also observed by AFM). The minimal RMS surface roughness 

of ~0.7 nm was achieved for AlN layer grown at T = 1085°C and NH3 flow of 100 cm3/min. 

A further increase of substrate temperature leads to rise of RMS surface roughness because 

of formation of hexagonal prismatic-shaped hills on a layer surface. An origin of the hills is 

not clear now. Other authors ascribe similar defects to inversion domains.19-21) 

In order to reveal effect of NH3-MBE growth conditions on structural properties of AlN, 

XRD rocking curves for the 002 and 101 reflections were measured which are sensitive to 

screw and edge dislocation densities correspondingly22, 23). In Fig. 2, the FWHM values for 

the reflections are plotted as a function of substrate temperature. For the both types of 

reflections, a clear tendency of decrease of FWHM when growth temperature rises from 

800°C to 1085°C is observed. A further increase of the growth temperature doesn’t change 

the FWHM substantially. The observed behaviour indicating decrease of dislocation density 

with growth temperature rise24-26) is not surprising taking into account the fact that the 

growth temperature governs the adatom diffusion, which is responsible for the material 

quality. In our case, the lowest total dislocation density was determined for the AlN layers 

grown at substrate temperature of 1085°C and NH3 flow of 30 cm3/min and 50 cm3/min 

(nedge ~ 5 × 1010 cm-2 and nscrew = 5.5 × 108 cm-2, estimated as in 22)). At that time, the 

minimal RMS roughness value was observed for the sample grown at the same growth 

temperature but at the higher ammonia flow of 100 cm3/min which had 

nedge ~ 1.3 × 1011 cm-2 and nscrew ~ 3.2 × 108 cm-2. Additionally, we grew a 1200 nm-thick 

AlN in the same conditions which had dislocation density nedge ~ 3.4 × 1010 cm-2 and 

nscrew ~ 4.9 × 108 cm-2. Most likely, the ambiguity in determination of the optimal growth 

conditions is caused by a trade-off between dislocation density and surface morphology 

which explained by the fact that a higher nucleation density induces both larger dislocation 

density and smoother surface.27) 
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3.2 Plasma-assisted MBE growth of AlN layer 

In this work we also developed PA-MBE growth conditions for AlN templates on sapphire 

substrates. A 80 nm-thick nucleation AlN layer was grown at temperature of 740°C using a 

migration enhanced epitaxy (MEE) mode with alternating switch of aluminium (Al) and 

nitrogen plasma (N*) flows28-30) as shown by diagram in Fig. 3(a). Flows intensities and 

switching durations in this mode were determined on conditions that provide an excess of 

metal atoms on the surface during Al-open stage and a nitrogen dose supplied during 

N*-open stage sufficient for suppression of Al droplets’ formation; these parameters are 

given in Fig. 3(a) too. After the nucleation layer, a 740 nm thick AlN in metal-modulated 

epitaxy (MME) mode31) was grown followed by a 320 nm thick AlN grown at a continuous 

slightly metal-rich condition at the same temperature. During the growth of MME layer N* 

flow was kept constant whereas Al flow was periodically switched (2 min turn-on period, 

0.5 min turn-off period) to prevent formation of Al droplets. AFM measurement revealed 

RMS roughness of ~0.9 nm for the layer which is comparable with our best AlN layer grown 

by ammonia-MBE. Dislocation density values for the PA-MBE AlN layer were 

nedge ~ 3.4 × 1010 cm-2 and nscrew ~ 3.3 × 109 cm-2. The screw dislocation density in this 

sample is about by one order higher in comparison with the thick AlN grown by 

ammonia-MBE in step-flow mode. 

 

3.3 Growth of HEMT heterostructures and their 2DEG properties 

The obtained results on optimisation of NH3-MBE of AlN layers demonstrating the trade-off 

between dislocation density and surface roughness make it difficult to select the optimal 

growth condition for HEMT heterostructures because of big importance of both structural 

quality and interfaces smoothness to provide good 2DEG properties.32, 33) In our case, when 

comparing different AlN layers grown at higher temperatures (T = 1085°C and 1190°C) 

which demonstrated the best structural properties and surface roughness, we accepted the 

T = 1085°C and NH3 flow of 100 cm3/min as the optimal conditions. The layers with a lower 

dislocation density had a higher (by a factor of 3.5 or even more) RMS roughness. In our 

assumption, using of the substantially rougher templates for HEMT heterostructures would 

worsen 2DEG mobility. 

Using the accepted optimised growth condition for nucleation and buffer AlN, two HEMT 

heterostructures differing by just 80 nm-thick nucleation layer were grown in two separate 

runs (schematic design is shown in Fig. 4). While the AlN nucleation layer of the first 
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structure was grown in the optimal NH3-MBE conditions (T = 1085°C, 100 cm3/min NH3 

flow), nucleation layer for the second one was grown by PA-MBE in MEE mode (the same 

conditions as shown in Fig. 3(a)). All the subsequent layers in the heterostructures were 

grown in the identical conditions by ammonia-MBE only. The buffer structure consisted of 

AlN, Al0.3Ga0.7N and Al0.09Ga0.91N separated by gradient-composition AlGaN layers as 

shown in Fig. 4. The active GaN layer had a relatively small thickness of 200 nm to prevent 

a creation of parasitic conductive channels. The Al0.3Ga0.7N barrier layer included a 

Si-doped interlayer to provide a sufficiently high 2DEG density. The 800 nm-thick AlN 

buffer layer was grown at the same optimal ammonia-MBE conditions (T = 1085°C, 

100 cm3/min NH3 flow) for both heterostructures. The optimum temperature for AlGaN and 

GaN layers was determined separately. For that, a GaN growth rate was determined as a 

function of substrate temperature keeping the constant NH3 flow of 100 cm3/min. An 

increase of GaN growth temperature results in a higher crystal quality because of 

enhancement of adatom mobility and formation of larger grains. On the other hand, when a 

growth temperature exceeds the critical value corresponding to GaN decomposition, a 

surface roughness increases leading to a drastic decrease of electron mobility. Therefore, the 

optimum GaN growth temperature can be determined as a threshold value corresponding to 

the beginning of GaN thermal decomposition.34-36) In our experiment for the used NH3 flow 

of 100 cm3/min the value was determined to be 945°C. The same growth temperature and 

NH3 flow values were used for growth of buffer AlGaN as well as barrier layers. 

AFM scans of the grown HEMT surfaces are shown in Fig. 5 together with RMS roughness 

values σ. The scans demonstrate similar morphologies without of any terraces. Therefore, 

the higher roughness of the HEMT heterostructures (σ = 2.5 - 3 nm) in comparison with AlN 

templates (σ = 0.7 - 0.9 nm) can be attributed to contribution from AlGaN and GaN layers.  

Both the grown HEMT heterostructures demonstrated rather good 2DEG properties (Fig. 6) 

in comparison with our previous results obtained for heterostructures grown at lower NH3 

flow and AlN growth temperature.37) A slightly higher 2DEG mobility of about 

2000 cm2/(V·s) at 2DEG density of 1.17×1013 cm-2 was achieved for the heterostructure 

grown by combined MBE (PA nucleation and NH3-MBE the rest layers) despite of the larger 

measured RMS surface roughness. Taking into account the observed inhomogeneity of 

2DEG properties (Fig. 6), one should interpret the slightly higher 2DEG mobility of the 

combined MBE sample as a run-to-run variation of growth conditions rather than any 

specific effect of the PA MEE nucleation AlN. The obtained results demonstrate a possibility 

of successful combination of different epitaxy approaches within a single growth process, 
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which will contribute to development of new type of hybrid epitaxy uniting advantages of 

several technologies. 

 

4. Conclusions 

We performed optimisation of NH3-MBE growth conditions of AlN templates on sapphire 

substrates using XRD and AFM measurements. The minimal surface roughness of ~0.7 nm 

was achieved for the 320 nm-thick AlN layer grown at substrate temperature of 1085°C and 

NH3 flow of 100 cm3/min and demonstrating a terrace-like surface morphology. In addition, 

PA mode was applied to growth AlN template including a MEE nucleation layer and 

demonstrating a similar surface roughness of ~0.9 nm. The optimised epitaxy modes of AlN 

nucleation layer (NH3-MBE and PA-MBE, respectively) were used to grow two otherwise 

nominally identical HEMT heterostructures by NH3-MBE which demonstrated relatively 

good 2DEG properties. A slightly better 2DEG performances (mobility of about 

2000 cm2/(V·s) at density of 1.17×1013 cm-2) were measured for the combined MBE HEMT 

structure which is likely caused by a run-to-run variation of growth conditions. The results 

demonstrate a possibility of successful combination of different epitaxy technologies within 

a single growth process. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. SEM images (1 μm × 1 μm) of 0.28 μm thick AlN epilayers grown at 

different NH3 flows and substrate temperatures (σ denotes RMS surface roughness 

values obtained from AFM of the same samples). 

 

Fig. 2. Growth temperature dependences of the FWHM of the XRD rocking curves 

measured for 002 and 101 AlN diffraction peaks in symmetric and skew symmetric 

configurations, respectively. 

 

Fig. 3. (a) Diagram demonstrating growth conditions of nucleation AlN layer by MEE and 

(b) 5 μm × 5 μm AFM scan of the AlN layer grown by PA-MBE. 

 

Fig. 4. Schematic design of the HEMT heterostructures. 

 

Fig. 5. 5 μm × 5 μm AFM scan of the HEMT heterostructures grown by (a) fully ammonia 

and (b) combined MBE. 

 

Fig. 6. 2DEG properties of the grown HEMT heterostructures (the solid lines are 

isoresistance curves corresponding to different sheet resistance values). 
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Fig. 3. 

σ ~ 0.9 nm 
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Fig. 5. 

σ ~ 2.5 nm σ ~ 3 nm 
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Fig. 6. 

 


